Golf cart use and Operation Rules.
In addition to the binding contract you signed You “the operator” agree to the following:
1)Drive on the LEFT. This is a public road and ALL rules of the road apply.
2)You will be responsible for the golf cart, the passengers safety and any damages to the vehicle
or any other property damaged by your use of the vehicle. 3rd party liability insurance is included
with your rental agreement, but only if you are the signed driver on the contract, over 21yrs of age.
3)Bring golf cart back to Rachael’s Rentals yard in same condition you left with it.
4)Only someone over 21yrs old with valid license may drive
and only the driver(s) that signed the contract are allowed to drive the golf cart.
ABSOLUTELY NO UNDERAGE DRIVERS.
5)No more than 4 people or 2 people per cart depending on whether the cart seats 2 or 4.
6)Go SLOW on all roads especially bumpy ones - this is not an ATV. Water Island is a residential
island and speed limit is 10mph. please drive carefully and look out for children, people walking or
biking and the red footed tortoise’s who tend to be in the road a lot.
7)Make sure park brake is engaged and take key with you anytime you leave the golf cart.
8)Rental carts are not allowed into Sprat bay, as it is a private gated community, turn around when
you see “gated entrance ahead” signs.
9)DO NOT drive down bumpy bad road marked “NO” on the map. the cart will bottom out and ruin
the transmission. you may park off to the side of the road at the beginning and walk down it to
enjoy the nature and the view if you want, but do not pass the first driveway you see on your left or
you will be on private property.
10) Stay out of peoples driveways and off of private property.
11) Be careful at Fort Segarra as there are many holes in the floor and damaged ladders.
12) Do Not drive the golf cart off Road, down any trails or onto the beach. This vehicle is for road
use only.
13)Do not operate golf cart past 10PM as this is a neighborhood and you will awaken residents
and alert security if you are sightseeing at night.
If you are found to be operating the golf cart in any manner that breaks any of these rules
you will be in breach of contract and your golf cart privileges may be revoked with no
refund of your money.
Interesting websites for info about Water Island:
www.waterislandhistory.com
www.waterislandwica.com

